Introduction
An n-dimensional (n>3) Riemanian manifold M (whose metric gi;j need not be definite) is called nearly conformally symmetric [9] , if its Rioci tensor Ri;j satisfies the condition R io,k " R ik,j " 5T5=TT {R ,k6ij -R ,;)6ik>» where R denotes the scalar curvature and the comma indicates covariant differentiation with respect to g.
Clearly, the olass of nearly oonformally symmetric manifolds (NCS in short) oontains all manifolds of harmonic curvature (Rijtk = Rik>3).
An n-dimensional (n>4) Riemannian manifold is called conformally symmetrio [l] if its Weyl oonformal curvature tensor °\dk " *\jlc («ik Rh d " «1A + + + (n-l)fn-2) («ij 6 k " «ik 5 j)
is parallel, i.e. if C* 1 ... , = 0.
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It follows from the wall-known formula ^ijk.r " iS( R lj,k " R ik,j ' 2(n-1) ( H tk®iJ " R ,d g ik))
that any oonformally symmetric manifold is necessarily nearly oonformally symmetrio. An NCS-manifold (n>4) is said to be almost oonformally symmetric (ACS in short) if it is neither oonformally symmetric nor of harmonic curvature [9]* Some examples of NCS-manifolds have been described in [2] , where NCS-manifolds are also said to be of harmonio conformal curvature.
By an infinitesimal oonformal motion (Conf M) [4] , we shall mean a vector field v on M such that 1) All collineations appearing in this paper are infinitesimal, so we shall omit the word "infinitesimal". Section 2 of the present paper deals with NCS-manifolds whose metrics are (1,n-1)-semi-decomposable metrics contains certain ACS-metrics as well as non-conformally symmetric metrics of harmonic curvature some examples of metrics of such a type were originally obtained in [2] .
Section 3 contains the main results of this paper. More precisely, in this section we shall describe certain examples of Conf K, HM, NC and on ACS-manifolds (n^5) (Corollaries 3, 5, 6 and 7). Moreover, we shall show the existence of Conf M and PC on some n-dimensional (n>5) non-conf ormally symmetric manifolds of harmonic curvature (Corollaries 4 and 8).
All manifolds under consideration are assumed to be connected and of class C°°. Their Riemannian metrics are not assumed to be definite.
Preliminaries
In this section and in the sequel each Latin index runs over 2,3,...,n, and each Greek index -over 1,2,...,n.
Denote by M an open subset of the Euclidean n-space (n^3) endowed with a semi-decomposable metric gcflOf the form Here and in the sequel we denote by the dash objeots formed from g.
By an elementar; computation, we nave Lemma 1. Let g^ be of the form (7) with the above desoribed properties. Then the only components of Christoffel symbols, curvature tensor, Rioci tensor and V97I conformal curvature tensor, which ma; not vanish, are those related to
where the prime denote the ordinary derivative with respect to x 1 . Moreover, the scalar curvature of g a/3 can be written as
(M,g) with g of the form (7) is nearly conformally symmetric if and only if at eaoh point peU one oondition from the folllowing ones is satisfied
where the semioolon denotes the oovariant derivative with respeot to g. Proof* As a consequence of (8) and (9), we get
The substitution of (10) into (1) leads to 2(n-1) R jk " 2f ( R ij ~ n^T «ij) " R ij|k " R ikjj " 2(n-1) (R |k*i;} ' R ,j8ik J » whenoe, we easily obtain (i) and (ii). This completes the proof.
• Lemma 3. Let be endowed with a metric g of the form (7) such that f' 4 0 everywhere on U. Suppose moreover that (U,g) is nearly conformally symmetric" Them -466 -
The metric g is of constant curvature if and only if g is of constant ourvature and
holds.
(ii) The metrio g is oonformally flat if and only if g is of constant curvature.
(iii) The metric g is conformaliy symmetric if and only if it is conformally flat.
Proof.
(i) Assume that g is of constant curvature. Then, by Lemma 1, g is also of constant curvature and condition (12) HTlbrr T = {n-1 Hn-2) + 4 Kr) ]
hold. Eliminating R from (12) and (13), we easily obtain (11). Conversely, suppose that g is of constant curvature and (11) holds. Prom (11) and (9) follows (12), which, together with (11), leads immediately to (13). Now, using (12) and (13), it is easy to oheok that the curvature tensor of g has the required form, which evidently, completes the proof of (i).
-R _ (ii) and (iii). Prom Lemma 2(1), we have R i; j = &±y Moreover, Lemma 1 shows that the only components of C and its covariant derivative, which may not vanish, are those related to Ajk " 5h ijk ' (n-1 f(n-2) ( «i3 5 k ' *ik 5 3*• ^ijk.l " ^ijkjl' °1ijk,h * c hijk'
^ijk,! * 2ch ij1,k " 2ch 1jk,i " T ^ijk* -467 -
Using the above, we easily obtain (ii) and (iii).
Lemma 3 implies the following Corollary 1. Let g be Einsteinnian. If g is not of constant curvature and f' does not vanish at any point of U, then:
(i) The metric g is ACS if and only if its scalar curvature is non-constant.
(ii) The metric g is of harmonic curvature and non-conformally symmetric if and only if its scalar curvature is a constant. For each n^5, there exist n-dimensional (i) ACS-metricB of the form (7) (see [2] ).
(ii) Non-conformally symmetrio metrios of harmonic curvature which are of the form (7) (see [2j) . (HM). Let g be of the form (7) with above described properties. Suppose, that <f > • x, f « ax" 1 , a is a constant. Then (19) holds, R -J-(n-1 ) (n-2)a~2]ax"" 1 and f ' 4 0. It is easy to oheck that for eaoh constant R, we can find a 4 0 suoh that R + ^ (n-1)(n-2)a~2 4 0. Whenoe, R 4 const and by Corollary 1(1), g is almost conformai^ symmetries. Using now (15) and (17), we have 2<f> -»" 1 ga>8» so v is a HM. ' Example 3 implies Corollary 5. For eaoh n>5, there exist n-dimensional ACS-manifolds admiting oonformal homothetio motions.
A generalized null geodesio aollineation reduoes to a NC if Po, • 0 (see (4) Thus, the vector field VQ, *<j> a is a NC. Prom (9), it follows that R is of the form '
whenoe, by Corollary l(i), g is almost conformally symmetric. Thus we may state Corollary 6. For eaoh n>5, there exist n-dimensional ACS-manifolds admiting null geodesic oollineations.
A generalized null geodesio oollineation reduoes to a PC if qor = 0 (see (5)). Condition (14) takes the form 
